# Title word cross-reference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$10$</td>
<td>[327], 3 [1076, 363], 5 [88], 2 [1072], $L$ [1094], $x$ [1330].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-intensive</td>
<td>[175]. -Space [1094].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.0$</td>
<td>[1242, 570]. <strong>2024</strong> [1231]. <strong>2032</strong> [712]. $21st$ [730].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4.0$</td>
<td>[694].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5.0$</td>
<td>[1071].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$6G$</td>
<td>[693, 808].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$=$</td>
<td>[579].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Editor-in-Chief [737]. Editorial [762, 713, 738, 1190, 761]. Edmund [345].


elegant [471]. Elements [1115, 698]. Elephant [1361, 933]. Elevating [1195].


Empower [1240]. empowered [608]. Empowering [82]. Empowers [1359].


Engines [1260, 899]. English [1349].

Enhance [1284, 627]. Enhancing [1191].

Enigmatic [94]. Enough [1022]. enrollment [789, 356]. enrollments [789].

entanglement [578]. entering [694].

Enterprise [1011, 876, 12]. Entity [182, 183]. Entrepreneurship [382].

entropy [651]. envelope [511].

Environment [1359, 1360, 1066, 729]. Environments [1356, 1311, 274]. Envy [95].

Envy-Free [95]. Epic [613]. Epigenomics [1184]. Equality [1358, 97]. equations
[1142]. foxes [20]. FPGA [802, 1364].
FPGAs [794, 219]. Fragility [1045].
Fragmented [1267]. Frama [491].
Frama-C [491]. Framework
[1248, 1060, 1217, 1129, 321, 598].
frameworks [465]. Fran [213]. Frederick
[908]. Free [95, 1127, 1362, 976, 491, 456].
Free-Speech [1127]. frequent [499].
friction [891]. Friend [1301, 262]. frontiers
[117]. fueled [290]. Fugaku [293]. fugitives
[803]. Fulfillment [1332]. Fully [1005]. Fun
[1002, 549]. function [472]. Functional
[966]. Functions [1007]. fungible [507].
Fusing [1070]. Fuss [1158]. Future
[1216, 1063, 1190, 71, 381, 871, 296, 526, 288,
613, 282, 171, 507, 776, 457, 219, 198, 215,
285, 695, 517, 740, 665, 723, 769, 568].
Futures [663, 536, 858]. Fizzer [1159].
Fuzzing [1158, 36, 1002].

G [88]. Gaining [1217, 559]. galaxy [803].
Game [1329, 540]. game-changing [540].
gamer [580]. games [578, 512].
Gamification [1147]. gap [394, 116, 249].
gas [379, 226]. GDPR [329]. geek [18].
GenAI [1072]. Gender
[1358, 357, 893, 116, 444, 468, 97]. gene [18].
General [1274, 99, 717, 355].
generalization [361]. generalized [418].
genenerate [882]. Generated [1266].
Generating [1295, 1134]. generation [751].

Generative
[1334, 1243, 1122, 1189, 1017, 1221, 1341, 263,
1259, 1009. 1258, 1145, 1043, 1323, 1239].
Genetics [1350]. GENIs [1350].

Geometric [292]. Geschke [458]. gestures
[628, 627]. get [766]. Getting
GigaTons [1072]. GitHub [642, 1246].

Glimpse [1135]. Global
[890, 27, 682, 533, 508, 606, 96, 389, 392].
globe [5]. Go [851, 1128, 673, 729]. goes
[316, 112]. Gold [1205]. gone [187]. Good
[582, 988, 8, 13]. Goods [1039]. Google
[220, 1001]. Goose [803]. Gordon [1320].
Governance [1082, 663]. Governments
[1256]. GPA [789]. GPA-based [789]. GPS
[878, 1186, 879]. GPUs [1197]. Grace [549].
grading [231]. grades [19]. Gradual [1346].
graduate [187, 488]. graduates [894].
Grand [1000, 1058, 366, 826]. Graph
[1343, 1268, 261, 710, 571, 421]. graphs
[422, 359, 517, 567]. Green [1055, 250, 207].
grids [340]. Groundbreaking [1178].
Group [1208, 1093, 657]. growing
[391, 616]. Growth [1187]. guaranteeing
[519]. Guarded [1326]. guesswork [650].
Guide [1245, 372]. Guiding [31, 701].
guilds [55].

hack [366, 36]. hackcraft [580]. hackers
[373]. Half [314]. Half-baked [314].
Halfway [1169]. Handle [911]. Handles
[911]. Hands [915, 1181, 820]. handwriting
[832]. Happened [951]. happiness [594].
harbors [237]. Hard [1225, 484]. Hardness
[1008]. Hardware [1196, 157, 597, 318, 794].
Harm [1304, 468]. Hartmanis [830].
harvest [44]. having [882]. HCDA [418].
HCI [495, 654]. Heads [1110]. Heads-Up
[1110]. health [498, 721]. Healthcare
[84, 1351, 891, 252]. heap [501]. heart
[101, 733, 598]. hearts [172]. heat
[601, 432]. heats [745]. Helix [1365]. Help
[1098, 989, 825, 404, 97]. Here [673, 948].
Heritage [78, 1348]. heroes [373].
heterogeneous [583]. Hidden
[831, 90, 636]. Hiding [1250]. Hierarchy
[921, 785]. High [966, 314, 432].
High-Performance [966]. high-resolution
[314]. Higher [1155, 609]. highest [144].
Highlights [1291, 1159, 1227, 1179, 1363,
922, 1033, 946, 1158, 1290, 1312, 966, 1136,
1137, 1251, 1030, 1364, 1052, 1270, 1313,
1226, 1228, 1271, 985, 986, 1115, 1331, 1032,
965, 923, 1225, 1135, 1051, 1330, 1178, 1204,
945, 1203, 1138, 1250, 1114, 1031]. him [9].
Hiring [128, 659]. Historic [1098].
**Interaction** [1137, 1223, 627, 30, 519].
**intersectional** [171]. **interventions** [356, 645, 863]. **Interview** [791].
**introduction** [286]. **Introductory** [1322].
**Intuition** [1284]. **Invention** [1020, 304].
**Inversion** [1228]. **Investigating** [1088, 923].
**invisible** [137, 652, 216]. **Involvement** [746]. **ion** [675]. **IoT** [1014, 493]. **ipsos** [827].
**irreversibly** [606]. **ISA** [1286]. **Island** [79].
**Isolation** [1196]. **Isomorphism** [422, 1208, 261, 421]. **Issarny** [909]. **Issue** [1308]. **Issues** [316, 1318]. **item** [496, 779].
**Iterative** [997]. **ITIL** [221]. **itinerary** [577].

**Jack** [431]. **Japan** [77, 1056]. **Java** [896].
**JavaScript** [1289]. **Jawbreaker** [1265].
**jewels** [834]. **JIZAI** [1069]. **journal** [478, 857]. **journalism** [178]. Jr. [908].
**Judicial** [1350]. **Jump** [1272]. **Juris** [830].
**Just** [1105, 1086, 295, 132, 488]. **justice** [724].

**Kabin** [322]. **KAUST** [377]. **keel** [330].
**keep** [43]. **Keeping** [330, 202, 466]. **kernel** [733, 136]. **Key** [1203, 1031, 855, 698]. **Keys** [1355, 773]. **kill** [28]. **kind** [207, 888].
**Kingdom** [115]. **kingdom** [773]. **Knives** [1124]. **Know** [1304, 1100, 1219, 594, 438].
**Knowing** [1219]. **Knowledge** [359, 1258, 1316, 324]. **Knowledgeable** [563]. **Kode** [172, 29, 275, 216, 435, 534, 485, 593, 887, 683, 748, 834, 637, 975, 933, 1080, 1169, 1019, 1124, 1214, 1303, 130, 322, 372, 790, 1261].
**Kolmogorov** [1007]. **Korea** [88, 1054].

**lab** [378]. **labeling** [811]. **Labels** [1240, 855].
**Labor** [1341, 744, 730]. **laboratories** [255, 334]. **laboratories-on-a-chip** [334].
**Labs** [327]. **Lack** [1334, 434]. **Lamboozling** [751]. **lamps** [139]. **Landscape** [960, 962, 1104, 840].
**Language** [1356, 1154, 1073, 1103, 1241, 1094, 776, 1347, 1141, 1289, 1222, 1269, 1078, 729, 386, 563, 780, 571, 45, 234, 673].
**Language-Based** [1269].
**Language-Capable** [1078]. **Languages** [67, 1004, 1162, 965, 672, 450]. **Large** [1343, 1073, 1103, 1202, 1094, 1222, 285].
**Latin** [242, 1353, 248, 1356, 253, 250, 1343, 1352, 1355, 1359, 1344, 243, 255, 256, 1351, 1360, 251, 244, 257, 245, 1342, 1358, 1347, 1357, 247, 246, 249, 1345, 1350, 1348, 252, 1346, 1349, 254, 1354]. **Launching** [100].
**leadership** [702]. **lean** [161, 264]. **leaks** [265]. **Lean** [944, 221]. **Leap** [1299]. **Learn** [1199, 1277, 672, 856, 719, 679, 673].
**Learning** [1044, 1356, 1283, 962, 1199, 964, 1244, 1202, 24, 932, 1360, 759, 935, 1337, 1270, 1055, 1271, 68, 1060, 1224, 936, 1038, 1029, 945, 1148, 1182, 146, 867, 467, 140, 704, 795, 277, 117, 462, 821, 16, 497, 705, 292, 563, 616, 758, 448, 865, 635, 842, 368, 247, 619, 743, 449, 361].
**Learning-Assisting** [1360].
**Learning-Based** [1270]. **Lebanon** [382].
**lecture** [646, 467, 895]. **led** [502, 38]. **LEDS**


Problems [1268, 175, 218, 608, 423].
Process [1353, 997, 690, 52, 702]. processes [244]. Processing
[567, 802, 386, 563, 571, 517, 801].
processors [506]. producers [599].
Producing [894]. Product [1036].
Production [694]. Productivity
[1153, 1246, 440, 428]. Products [923, 1207].
Profession
[1017, 1168, 955, 1103, 1241, 1301, 195, 47,
274, 131, 511, 590, 436, 349, 812, 886, 746, 40].
Professional [1212, 71, 436, 518, 35, 541].
professionals [410, 590]. Profiling [916].
Program [1003, 980, 1310, 451, 862, 374,
630, 839, 863, 564]. programmer [850].
Programming [333, 1356, 996, 1133, 1141,
1346, 913, 937, 672, 484, 817, 729, 450, 397,
865, 334, 557, 673, 132, 502]. Programs
[1249, 1250, 491, 218, 660, 611, 727].
Progress [1327, 205, 214, 716]. Project
[1071, 372, 887]. projects [463, 527].
promise [605]. promises [214].
Pronunciation [1349]. Proof
[1134, 1249, 105]. Proofs [1075, 1316, 578].
Proposal [151, 122]. Protect [1300, 236].
Protecting [508, 209, 982, 1183, 976, 603].
Protection [1174, 604, 38]. protections
[326]. Protein [991]. protocols [333].
prototype [448]. Provable [1032].
provenance [596]. providers [237, 300].
providing [388]. Proving [946].
provocateur [736]. Provocation [1238].
proximity [818]. Prutor [865].
Psychology [1121]. psychopath [372].
Public [988, 153]. publication [656, 289].
Publications [973, 1187, 103, 589].
Publicly [923]. Publish [2]. purpose [355].
purposes [303]. pursuit [491, 380, 326].
push [346]. pushback [668]. put [815].
Putting [996, 138]. Puzzles [1255].
Python [1165].
Q&A [1194]. Qatar [381]. QCRI [378].
QR [926]. Quality [1317]. Quantum
[910, 905, 1006, 883, 929, 1142, 1276, 1299,
516, 703, 674, 840, 24, 309, 308, 796, 605,
615, 515, 147, 210, 342, 765, 675].
quantum-computing [840].
Quantum-safe [516]. Qubit [551]. Qubits
[1163]. query [899]. querying [781]. quest
[580, 496]. Question [94]. Questions
[1239, 762]. Quis [827].
R [1026]. R&D [255]. Race
[446, 291, 668, 730, 516, 447]. radiation
[625, 626]. radios [821]. Rainforest [1360].
Raising [1298, 720]. Rampant [942].
random [244]. Randomness
[1314, 1022, 244]. Randommower [547].
range [336, 400]. rank [422]. Ransomware
[1088, 369]. rapid [622]. Rare [1135].
ratchets [831]. rate [651]. Rateless [735].
Re [942, 579]. reaching [144]. reaction
[503]. read [618]. Reading [115, 136]. Real
[1227, 86, 1233, 954, 222, 1062, 490, 274, 766,
442, 545, 562]. Real-Time
[1227, 1062, 490, 274, 442]. Real-World
[86, 545]. Realistically [1006]. Reality
[1210, 1128, 235, 551, 587, 318, 540, 451, 568].
Realization [1071]. really [484]. Reason
[241]. Reason-checking [241]. Reasoning
[1134]. Reasons [983, 540]. Reboot [289].
Rebuttal [1103]. Rebuttals [1106].
Rebutting [1106]. receiver [879].
receivers [878, 822]. recipe [603].
Recognition [1338, 394, 344, 665].
recommendation [648, 779].
Recommendations [956, 282].
Recommender [1337, 700, 649].
reconnaissance [358]. Reconsidering
[965]. reconstruction [336, 335]. record
[176]. record-and-replay [176]. recruit
[488]. red [664]. reduce [308]. Reducing
[149, 891]. redux [267, 526]. referencing
[314]. Reflecting [1280]. Reflections [371,
638, 1020, 1172, 1213, 1308, 9, 298, 373, 510].
Refuge [1291, 1290]. regarding [664].
Region
young [841]. yourself [144].
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